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I.  Introduction 
he pole-sitter [1] is a spacecraft that is stationary on the Earth’s axis of rotation, achieving constant coverage of the 
high latitudes, and enabling unique applications such as geoscience monitoring, improved high-latitude weather 
prediction and telecommunications [2]. The concept adds to the trade-off between observational revisit time (or temporal 
resolution) and spatial resolution currently made in designing satellite missions for study of Earth’s North or South 
Poles. However, continuous propulsion is required to maintain this non-Keplerian orbit and past studies have shown that 
it can be provided by either a solar electric propulsion (SEP) thruster [1] or a hybrid of SEP and solar sailing [3].  
Solar sailing is a relatively new form of low-thrust propulsion that employs a large, thin and highly reflective 
membrane to reflect photons, thereby producing a thrust [4]. Successful deployment and navigation of such a sail in 
space has recently been achieved with the IKAROS [5], NanoSail-D2 [6] and LightSail-1 [7] missions. For the pole-
sitter concept, it has been shown that, by adding this propellantless type of propulsion to an SEP spacecraft, a reduction 
in propellant consumption can be achieved, thereby increasing the mission lifetime and/or payload mass [3].  
Previous work [8] has demonstrated the potential of this novel propulsion system for Earth pole-sitters, which is 
extended in this Note to pole-sitters above other planets’ Poles [9]. Enabling such a vantage point, for example, at Mars 
can enable unique applications such as continuous communication with Earth during Martian occultation or as a 
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continuous data relay for rovers at high latitudes [10]. An example scientific application would be a pole-sitter mission 
at Venus to observe the dual polar vortexes present to better understand the motion and apparent rotational deceleration 
of Venus’ atmosphere [11]. Based on these applications, this Note investigates planetary pole-sitter missions at Venus, 
Earth and Mars.  
The structure of the Note is therefore as follows. In Section II, the system dynamics and pole-sitter model are 
described. In Section III,  mission profiles for pole-sitters maintaining constant separation from the host planet are 
calculated, comparative results for Venus, Earth and Mars are presented, and the impact of solar sail degradation on such 
pole-sitters is quantified. In Section IV, the method used to find variable separation orbits to minimise mass use through 
direct multiple shooting is described and the resulting mission profiles are presented. The mass budgets for hybrid and 
pure-SEP pole-sitters are compared for a range of initial and payload mass configurations. Finally, in Section V, the 
orbit mass use results are generalised through a parametric analysis of the planetary mass and obliquity.  
This Note’s main aim is to understand the broad impact of the target planet on the efficacy of a pole-sitter mission. 
Key mission criteria will be mass use (for the impact on mission time on station and payload mass) and separation from 
target (for the impact on sensor resolution/scope and communications efficacy).   
 
II.  Pole-Sitter Model 
The pole-sitter is modelled within the circular restricted three-body problem (CR3BP) where the Sun and the target 
planet are assumed to move in circular paths around their common centre of mass and the impact of the satellite on the 
motion of both the Sun and the target planet is neglected. Figure 1 shows the coordinate system used. A synodic reference 
frame is considered, centred at the Sun-planet centre of mass, with the 𝑥 axis along the Sun-planet vector and the 𝑧 axis 
perpendicular to their orbital plane. Coordinates in the synodic reference frame are dimensionless: the Sun-planet 
separation, the frame’s angular velocity, 𝜔, and the Sun-planet system mass, are normalized to 1. With the mass ratio 
𝜇 = 𝑚2/(𝑚1 + 𝑚2), the location of the Sun and planet along the 𝑥 axis become −𝜇 and 1 − 𝜇, respectively.  
The basic idea of a pole-sitter satellite is that it remains directly above a planetary Pole at all times. This Note initially 
considers pole-sitters which maintain a constant planetary separation, 𝑑, and then pole-sitters which vary in 
separation, 𝑑(𝑡), over a year, where 𝑡 = 0  is defined as the winter solstice. Note that due to the target planet’s obliquity, 
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𝛿𝑒𝑞, the pole-sitter’s trajectory is constrained to a conical surface in the synodic reference frame. However, to an observer 
on the Pole, the satellite would always be directly at the zenith. 
This Note follows the model described by Ceriotti and McInnes [8], which is summarised here for the reader. In the 
synodic reference frame, the pole-sitter’s path is given by: 
 
𝒓(𝑡) = [
𝑑(𝑡) sin 𝛿𝑒𝑞 cos 𝜔𝑡 + (1 − 𝜇)
−𝑑(𝑡) sin 𝛿𝑒𝑞 sin 𝜔𝑡
𝑑(𝑡)cos 𝛿𝑒𝑞
] 
(1) 
This path feeds into the dynamics of the CR3BP, which are given by: 
 ?̈? + 𝟐𝝎 ×  ?̇? =  −𝜵𝑈(𝒓) + 𝐚 (2) 
with 𝑈 the effective potential  
 
𝑈(𝒓) = −
(1 − 𝜇)
𝑟1
−
𝜇
𝑟2
−
𝑥2 + 𝑦2
2
 
(3) 
Figure 1 defines the vectors 𝒓1 and 𝒓2. The thrust acceleration, 𝐚, is either composed of the SEP acceleration only, 
𝐚𝑇, or of a combination of the SEP and solar sail, 𝐚𝑠 , accelerations: 
 
𝐚𝑇 = 𝑎𝑇?̂?𝑇 =  
𝑇
𝑚
?̂?𝑇 
(4) 
 
 
𝐚𝑠 =
1
2
𝛽0
𝑚0
𝑚
1 − 𝜇
𝑟1
2 √𝑔
2 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝛼 + ℎ2 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 𝛼 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼 ?̂? 
(5) 
with 𝑇 the SEP thrust magnitude, 𝑚 the spacecraft mass (with the subscript ‘0’ indicating the initial mass at time 𝑡 =  0), 
and ?̂?𝑇 and ?̂? the unit vectors of the SEP and sail accelerations. The latter are described through the cone and clock 
angles, 𝛼 and 𝛿 [8], for example, ?̂?𝑇 = [cos 𝛼𝑇 sin 𝛼𝑇 sin 𝛿𝑇 sin 𝛼𝑇 cos 𝛿𝑇]
𝑇. Furthermore, 𝑔 and ℎ are coefficients 
representing the impact of adding thin film solar cells (TFSC) necessary to power the SEP thruster onto the sail surface: 
 
𝑔 = 1 + ?̃?𝑠 +
𝐴𝑇𝐹
𝐴
(?̃?𝑇𝐹 − ?̃?𝑠)  
(6) 
 
ℎ = 1 − ?̃?𝑠 −
𝐴𝑇𝐹
𝐴
(?̃?𝑇𝐹 − ?̃?𝑠) 
(7) 
where the sail reflectivity ?̃?𝑠 = 0.9, the TFSC reflectivity ?̃?𝑇𝐹 = 0.4 and the ratio of sail area covered by TFSC is 
𝐴𝑇𝐹/𝐴 = 0.05. Finally, the solar sail performance is expressed through the so-called lightness number 𝛽0 (ratio of the 
solar radiation pressure acceleration to the solar gravitational acceleration), which is a measure of the solar sail 
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effectiveness. A value of 𝛽0 = 0.05 is plausible for a near-term mission and a value of 𝛽0 = 0.1 for a long-term mission 
[8]. Note that a value of 𝛽0 = 0 corresponds to the use of SEP propulsion only.  
Due to the consumption of SEP propellant, the satellite’s mass profile follows 
 ?̇? = −𝑇/(𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑔0) (8) 
with 𝐼𝑠𝑝 the thruster’s specific impulse and 𝑔0 the standard gravity acceleration on the Earth’s surface. The evolution of 
the pole-sitter state 𝒙 can then be expressed in the following differential form 
 
?̇? = [
?̇?
?̇?
?̇?
] = [
𝒗
−𝜵𝑼 − 2𝝎 × 𝒗 + 𝑎𝑠?̂? + 𝑎𝑇?̂?𝑇
−𝑇/(𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑔0)
] 
(9) 
This Note considers a test satellite of mass at injection into the pole-sitter orbit of 1000 kg, including fuel, payload 
and propulsion, with other spacecraft details defined in Table 1. A more detailed mass budget as well as the effect of the 
initial mass on the mission performance is considered in Section III.C. Finally, Table 2 contains planetary parameters 
for the planets considered in this Note.  
 
 
Figure 1 Diagram of pole-sitter motion within synodic reference frame [8]. 
 
Table 1 Satellite parameters 
Parameter Value(s) 
Mass at orbital injection, kg 1000 
𝛽0 0 (pure SEP), 0.05, 0.1 
𝐼𝑠𝑝, s 3200 
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Table 2 Planetary parameters 
 Venus Earth Mars 
𝛿𝑒𝑞, deg -177.5 23.5 25.19 
𝜇 ⋅ 106 2.2416 3.0304 0.3233 
Orbital radius, AU 0.7233 1 1.524 
Orbital period, years 0.62 1 1.88 
 
III.  Constant Separation Pole-Sitters 
This section starts the planetary pole-sitter analyses by assuming that the problem may be approximated as a pole-
sitter orbiting at constant separation from the target planet. This assumption is retrospectively justified by the optimal 
trajectories presented in Section IV. 
A. Approach  
For a pole-sitter maintaining a constant separation, the trajectory is known from Eq. 1 and finding the control scheme 
becomes an inverse control problem. The objective is to find the control profile which minimizes the fuel usage over a 
complete orbit. Inverting the equations of motion (EoM) in Eq. (9) for a particular location along the pole-sitter path 
gives a unique required acceleration. For an SEP-only configuration, this required acceleration equals what is needed 
from the SEP thruster. Instead, for a hybrid configuration, the controls must be chosen such that this required acceleration 
is provided in the most fuel-efficient way. Starting at time 𝑡 = 0, this is achieved by: 
1. Using a sequential quadratic programming optimization method (implemented in the MATLAB® function 
fmincon) to orientate the sail, i.e. find the solar sail cone and clock angles, so as to minimize the thrust 
required from the SEP thruster at that instant.  
2. Holding the rate of propellant use constant, advancing time by a small increment 𝛥𝑡 and updating the 
remaining mass. 
3. Repeating steps 1 to 2 until orbit is complete at time 𝑡 = 1 planet-year. 
 
B. Results 
 Figure 2 shows how the propellant mass per planet-year varies with separation, where the mass fraction is defined 
as 
𝑚(𝑇)−𝑚(0)
𝑚(0)
 . For each planet, there exists a unique “sweet spot” for mission lifetime where rotational and gravitational 
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forces best counterbalance. This point lies at a separation of 1.8 million km for Venus, 2.8 million km for Earth, and 2 
million km for Mars, with little difference in the location of this sweet spot between the SEP-only and hybrid 
configurations. These plots are a useful resource for mission planners to balance fuel use and optimal separation, and to 
select which sensor and communications packages are most appropriate. 
 
a) b) 
  
c)  
 
Figure 2 Mass fraction as a function of the constant separation distance for different solar sail lightness 
numbers, 0  at a) Venus, b) Earth, and c) Mars. 
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Table 3 Mass remaining after complete orbit at Venus, Earth, Mars 
 𝛽0 = 0 𝛽0=.05 𝛽0 = .1 
Mass at Venus, kg 835.9 888.4 903.6 
Mass at Earth, kg 849.7 898.8 903.5 
Mass at Mars, kg 939.5 966.5 970.2 
 
 
 Table 3Error! Reference source not found. shows the mass use of a pole-sitter at the previously mentioned “sweet-
spot” at Venus, Earth, and Mars. Significant mass savings are achieved using hybrid propulsion, but with diminishing 
returns for a given increase in 𝛽0. This finding holds in all contexts considered within this Note, and will not be explicitly 
stated each time. 
 
 
 
To aid mission planning, where mission lifetime is a key metric, Table 4 shows an estimate of the typical mass use 
per Earth-day: 
 
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑢𝑠𝑒 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑢𝑠𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡 
𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑡ℎ 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡
 
(10) 
Mars is found to offer the lowest mass use per unit time on station (an order of magnitude smaller compared to Venus) 
for all configurations, making it an attractive proposition for a complete launch-to-end mission design. Why Mars forms 
such a good candidate for a pole-sitter mission will be investigated in more detail in Section V. 
Table 4 Typical mass used per Earth-day at Venus, Earth, Mars 
 𝛽0 = 0 𝛽0=.05 𝛽0 = .1 
Mass at Venus, kg/day 1.03 0.80 0.73 
Mass at Earth, kg/day 0.59 0.45 0.41 
Mass at Mars, kg/day 0.13 0.09 0.09 
 
 
C. Mass budget analysis 
The analyses so far have only compared the pure SEP and hybrid configurations based on the propellant consumption 
and only for the same mass at orbital injection, 𝑚0 = 1000 kg. Although the latter is a realistic assumption (as shown in 
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Reference [3]), it would be useful to compare the configurations’ performance based on the payload mass that can be 
carried onboard the pole-sitter spacecraft for a given lifetime of the mission. For this, a spacecraft mass budget analysis 
is performed, similar to the one presented in Reference [3] and details are therefore omitted here. For an SEP spacecraft, 
a range of spacecraft subsystems are taken into account, including the thruster mass, the propellant tank mass, the mass 
of the solar arrays required to provide adequate levels of power to the SEP thrusters as well as the propellant mass and 
the payload mass. An appropriate margin of five percent is added to all of these components, except the payload mass. 
For the hybrid configuration, additional mass components are included in this mass budget analysis to account for the 
mass of the solar sail. Furthermore, the solar arrays of the SEP spacecraft are replaced by the more mass-efficient TFSC, 
which in turn require the addition of radiators to dissipate excess power as the power generated by the TFSC is 
constrained by the solar sail’s attitude. A larger margin of ten percent is applied to the solar sail and the TFSC as these 
are considered to be new technologies. 
 The results of this mass budget analysis are provided in Figure 3. These results show the mission performance in 
terms of pole-sitter altitude (once again clearly showing the existence of “sweet spot” altitudes), mission lifetime, 
payload mass and initial mass. Solid and dashed lines are for the SEP and hybrid configurations (𝛽0 = 0.05), 
respectively. The results on the left hand side of the figure (subplots a, c, and e) assume an initial spacecraft mass of 
𝑚0 = 1000 kg and vary the payload mass, 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦 . Clearly, the larger 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦, the shorter the mission lifetime for a given 
pole-sitter altitude. Instead, the results on the right-hand side of Figure 3 (subplots b, d, and f) assume a particular payload 
mass, 𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑦 = 100 kg and show what the initial mass of the spacecraft would have to be to carry that payload mass. 
These results show that, the larger the initial mass, the longer the mission lifetime (at least for the values for 0m  
considered here).  
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a)  b)  
  
c)  d)  
  
e)  f)  
  
Figure 3 Spacecraft mass budget results for constant separation pole-sitters at Venus, Earth and Mars. Solid 
and dashed lines are for the pure SEP and hybrid configurations (0 = 0.05), respectively. a, c, e) Available 
payload mass, mpay, for an initial spacecraft mass of m0 = 1000 kg. b, d, f) Required initial mass, m0, for a 
payload mass of mpay = 100 kg. 
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Figure 3 shows an interesting result, namely that the hybrid configuration does not always outperform the SEP-only 
configuration even though the propellant consumption may indicate otherwise. While the hybrid configuration does 
outperform the SEP-only configuration for pole-sitters at Mars, it only provides a gain in mission performance for pole-
sitters at Venus and Earth for small payload masses or large initial masses. For larger payload masses or smaller initial 
masses the addition of a solar sail with 𝛽0 = 0.05 does not outweigh the propellant savings and smaller values for the 
lightness number will have to be considered to achieve better performances. Note, however, that it is not just a matter of 
finding the breakeven point between propellant consumption and solar sail mass. For example, the difference in the 
power generating systems (solar arrays versus TFSC) and the addition of radiators for the hybrid case need to be 
considered, as well as other effects. For example, adding a solar sail may lower the peak SEP thrust, which will downsize 
the solar array and SEP thruster mass compared to the SEP-only configuration. 
Finally, Figure 3 shows wavy patterns in the results for hybrid pole-sitters at Earth and Mars. Such wavy patterns 
are created by seasonal variations in the required acceleration to maintain the pole-sitter orbit due to the tilt of the polar 
axis. Moreover, for the hybrid case, part of this acceleration is provided by the solar sail and the sail’s contribution varies 
highly along the orbit. As a result, the propellant consumption varies, which in turn produces the wavy patterns in Figure 
3. Because Venus’ polar axis is almost perpendicular to its orbital plane (see Table 2), these seasonal variations occur 
to a much lesser extend (the required acceleration and contribution of the sail are almost constant along the orbit). 
Therefore, the wavy patterns observed for hybrid pole-sitters at Earth and Mars are not present in the results for Venus.   
D. Solar Sail Degradation 
The previous analysis applies a solar sail model that implicitly neglects sail degradation (see Eq. (5)).  In this section, 
that assumption is qualitatively investigated. The impact of solar sail degradation is modelled following Dachwald et al. 
[12]. The sail decay is modelled through an exponential decay of the lightness number based on the total accumulated 
solar radiation dose, Σ(𝑡): 
 
𝛽(𝑡) = 𝛽0
1 + 𝐷𝑒−𝜆 ∑(𝑡)
1 + 𝐷
 
(11) 
with 𝐷 the degradation factor and 𝜆 the degradation constant.  
Figure 4Error! Reference source not found. shows the degradation effect on propellant use for 𝐷 = 1 over many 
possible 𝜆 values. The figure highlights that  the hybrid propulsion configuration outperforms the SEP-only 
configuration in terms of propellant consumption over a range of possible 𝜆. 
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Figure 4 Impact of sail degradation on mass profile for an Earth pole-sitter mission. 
IV. Optimal Trajectory Pole-Sitters 
It is possible to achieve significant mass savings by varying the separation 𝑑(𝑡) of the satellite over the year. These 
fuel-optimal (‘optimal’ hereafter) trajectories allow for longer mission times and therefore greater scientific or technical 
returns. For finding these optimal trajectories, the inverse control problem method used in the constant separation case 
is no longer applicable since 𝑑 now becomes a function of time, 𝑑(𝑡), where 𝑑(𝑡) is the unknown path function. Since 
the path is not known a priori, it cannot be inverted to find the required acceleration at each point through the EoM. A 
different method must therefore be used that finds both optimal path and controls such that fuel usage is minimized over 
a complete orbit whilst remaining above the Pole. 
 
A. Direct Multiple Shooting 
Optimal trajectories and control profiles are found with a direct multiple shooting (DMS) scheme [13]. The semi-
analytic solution for a pole-sitter maintaining a constant separation (see Section III) provides a suitable initial guess to 
seed the DMS scheme. By interpolating the states and controls found for a constant separation pole-sitter, the functions 
 𝒙𝑛, 𝐚𝑠,𝑛(𝑡) and 𝐚𝑇,𝑛(𝑡) are found for each segment that, when integrated, give a constant separation pole-sitter trajectory 
where 𝒙(𝑡𝑛+1) = 𝒙0(𝑡𝑛+1). This initial feasible set of states and controls can then be adjusted at each node to minimize 
the propellant consumption while satisfying 4 sets of constraints: 
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1. Continuity of states between segments 𝒙(𝑡𝑛+1) = 𝒙0(𝑡𝑛+1), as outlined above. 
2. Orbit periodicity: to find orbits suitable for multi-year missions,  continuity of initial and final states 
𝒙0(𝑡0) = 𝒙𝑓(𝑡𝑓) is required (with the exception of final mass) such that the orbit may be repeated while 
propellant remains. 
3. Pole-sitter trajectory: the satellite must follow the path 𝒓(𝑡) described by Eq. (1). 
4. Continuity of controls: this is not mathematically required as a system with continuous well-behaved 
dynamics ought to have optimal trajectories with smooth control profiles. However, explicitly requiring 
this condition helps inform how 𝒂𝑠,𝑛(𝑡) and 𝒂𝑇,𝑛(𝑡) are iterated, thereby improving convergence.  
The resulting non-linear programming problem is iterated on using fmincon. The variables to be optimised by 
fmincon are composed of 3 types: 
1. For each segment, an initial state value 𝒙0(𝑡𝑛) setting the segment integration initial conditions on the 
position and velocity coordinates and the mass. 
2. For each segment, the coefficients of an 𝒂𝑠,𝑛(𝑡) polynomial function controlling the sail orientation angles 
𝛼𝑠(𝑡) and 𝛿𝑠(𝑡) [8]. 
3. For each segment, the coefficients of an 𝒂𝑇,𝑛(𝑡) polynomial function controlling the SEP acceleration 
components in Cartesian coordinates. 
Manual scaling is used such that all initial constraint violations are of the same order. The DMS scheme divides the 
orbit into 14 segments and typical optimisations take between 400 and 2000 iterations to converge. 
B. Results 
The final results for an Earth-based pole-sitter independently identify the results found in [2], which adopted a direct 
pseudo-spectral method, thus corroborating one another and allowing for a future comparative study between different 
numerical optimal control methods.  
Optimal trajectories generated for pole-sitters at Venus and Mars are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. In all cases, 
significant mass savings are achieved in comparison with the constant separation approximation considered earlier in 
this work, see Table 3 and Table 5Error! Reference source not found.. Note that the results in Table 5 for the constant 
separation pole-sitter once again assume an altitude at the previously established ‘sweet spots’, see Section III.B. 
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a) b) 
  
c) d) 
  
Figure 5 Optimal Venus pole-sitter mission. a) Trajectories – wide view. b) Trajectories – narrow view. 
c) Distance profile. d) Mass profile. 
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a) b) 
  
c)  
 
Figure 6 Optimal Mars pole-sitter mission. a) Trajectories. b) Distance profile. c) Mass profile. 
 
For all three planets, the SEP-only (𝛽0 = 0) optimal orbits achieve maximum separation at 𝑡 = 0.25 and 0.75. This 
is consistent with the results found for Earth by Ceriotti and McInnes [8]. The physical explanation for this apparent 
principle is not yet known. The optimal orbits found when hybrid propulsion is used (𝛽0 = 0.05 and 0.1) have peak 
separation during the summer solstice. In this case, the physical explanation is that the sail can be best used to counteract 
the gravitational acceleration of the planet in this part of the trajectory. When the satellite is between planet and Sun, the 
sail acceleration vector may be used to give the greatest acceleration out of the ecliptic plane. The sail is least effective 
along the 𝑧 axis during the winter solstice. Increasing the separation magnifies these effects. The optimiser therefore 
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chooses to maximise separation when the sail is most effective (summer solstice) and minimise separation when the sail 
is least effective (winter solstice). 
 
Table 5 Typical mass use per Earth-day for optimal separation pole-sitter orbits 
 𝛽0 = 0 𝛽0=.05 𝛽0 = .1 
Mass at Venus, kg/day 0.72 0.50 0.43 
Mass at Earth, kg/day 0.40 0.26 0.20 
Mass at Mars, kg/day 0.09 0.04 0.03 
 
 
Finally, similar to the mass budget analysis in Section III.C for the constant separation pole-sitter, Figure 7 presents 
the mission performance in terms of the payload mass and mission lifetime for the optimal pole-sitter orbits at Venus, 
Earth and Mars, considering a range of initial spacecraft masses. The results show a behaviour similar to that in Figure 
3 for the constant separation pole-sitters: the hybrid configuration (with 0  0.05) does not always outperform the SEP-
only configuration even if the propellant consumption may indicate otherwise. Especially for Venus and Earth it becomes 
clear that only for longer mission lifetimes and larger initial masses the hybrid configuration outperforms the SEP-only 
configuration. Better performances for shorter lifetimes and smaller initial masses may again be obtained when 
considering smaller values for the sail’s lightness number. Finally, note that the break-even point between the two 
configurations occurs at a specific mission lifetime for every initial mass considered due to the fact that the achievable 
payload mass scales linearly with the initial mass.  
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a) b) 
  
c)  
 
Figure 7 Spacecraft mass budget results for optimal pole-sitters at a) Venus, b) Earth and c) Mars. Solid and 
dashed lines are for the pure SEP and hybrid configurations (0 = 0.05), respectively. 
 
V.  Parametric Analysis 
So far, this Note has only considered three discrete test cases, i.e. Earth, Venus and Mars, with Mars requiring the 
smallest typical mass use per day. To further investigate why Mars appears to be a good candidate for a pole-sitter 
mission and to gain a physical understanding of what determines how efficient the maximally-optimal trajectory at a 
given planet will be, this section considers a parametric analysis on the Sun-planet system’s mass ratio, obliquity and 
distance from the Sun. These three parameters are chosen as they fully define the pole-sitter dynamics within the 
framework of the CR3BP.  The mass ratio is required because the station-keeping acceleration required to maintain the 
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pole-sitter non-Keplerian orbit significantly depends on the gravitational potential close to the target planet. Obliquity 
is required because it describes how the distance of the satellite to each primary body varies throughout the year, with a 
time dependency introduced as the obliquity increases from 0. 
A. Constant Separation 
Table 5 shows that the mass savings obtained for the optimal pole-sitter compared to the constant separation pole-
sitter are smaller than the difference in propellant mass use between different planets. The constant separation 
approximation can therefore be used to quickly obtain insights in the relative ease with which the pole-sitter orbit can 
be maintained at different planets. 
Figure 8 shows the results of the parametric analysis which considers a constant separation distance of 0.01 AU and 
a mission time of 1 Earth-year. The left column provides the final mass for the SEP-only configuration, while the right 
column provides the mass savings that can be achieved with the hybrid configuration for a lightness number of 𝛽0 =
0.1. For each configuration, three Sun-planet distances are considered (those of Venus, Earth, and Mars) as well as a 
range of values for the obliquity and mass ratio, 𝜇. The true values of these parameters for Venus, Earth, and Mars are 
indicated with a marker.  
The results for the SEP-only configuration show the following: the closer to the Sun, the smaller the spacecraft final 
mass. Furthermore, the farther from the Sun, the more important the mass ratio becomes (the lower, the better), while 
the importance of the obliquity diminishes. Mars is therefore a good candidate for a pole-sitter mission as it orbits far 
from the Sun, with a low mass ratio. Its obliquity is of almost no importance. 
When looking at the results for the hybrid configuration, it becomes clear that, the closer to the Sun, the larger the 
absolute gain in final mass is. However, this increased gain does not outweigh the poorer performance of the SEP-only 
configuration closer to the Sun. Furthermore, for planets close to the Sun, the obliquity is clearly most important (with 
values around 45 deg performing best), while for planets far from the Sun, the mass ratio is once again most important. 
Although Venus provides the largest absolute gain in final mass, Earth seems to be a better option in a relative sense as 
its obliquity and mass ratio allows the greatest mass savings at Earth-distance, while the opposite holds true for Mars. 
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a) b) 
  
c) d) 
  
e) f) 
  
Figure 8 Parametric analysis for constant separation pole-sitters. a, c, e) Final mass for SEP-only 
configuration at Venus, Earth, and Mars distances. b, d, f) Mass savings for hybrid propulsion (𝜷𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟏) at 
Venus, Earth, and Mars distances. 
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B. Optimal Trajectory  
Extending the analysis in the previous section to the optimal trajectory pole-sitter, the results in Figure 9 can be 
obtained. Due to the computational effort involved, the parameter space is reduced to a smaller range in the obliquity 
and only Earth’s distance to the Sun is considered. Where extreme values of the obliquity and mass ratio caused the 
DMS scheme of Section IV.A to fail, white space is plotted, representing no available data. The figure shows very similar 
results as in Figure 8c,d: where the system has a large mass ratio, a low axial is favoured, and as 𝜇 decreases, the obliquity 
becomes less significant. Overall, it is clear that also for the optimal pole-sitter, 𝜇 is the dominant determinant for the 
fuel efficiency. This explains once again why, the fuel consumption values for Mars are significantly smaller than those 
for Earth or Venus.  
a) b) 
  
c)  
 
Figure 9 Parametric analysis for optimal pole-sitters at 1 AU. a) Final mass for SEP-only configuration. b) 
Final mass for hybrid propulsion, 𝜷𝟎 = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓. c) Mass savings by hybrid propulsion. 
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VI.  Conclusions 
This Note has extended previous work on the concept of an Earth pole-sitter mission to other inner Solar System 
planets. When comparing the fuel efficiency for the case where the planet-satellite distance is kept constant, a Martian 
pole-sitter mission is found to be dramatically more fuel-efficient than one at Earth or Venus. This is due to its far 
distance from the Sun as well as due to the Sun-Mars system’s mass ratio. A Martian pole-sitter mission also allows for 
smaller planet-satellite distances, making it a strong candidate for an end-to-end mission analysis. When comparing the 
performance of an SEP-only configuration and a hybrid SEP + solar sail configuration, the hybrid configuration always 
outperforms the SEP-only configuration from a fuel efficiency point of view. Even if solar sail degradation is included, 
which may lead to significantly increased fuel consumption, the hybrid craft remain more fuel-efficient than SEP-only 
satellites, even with very high sail degradation rates. However, when expressing the mission’s performance in terms of 
the payload mass that can be accommodated on-board for a particular mission lifetime it becomes clear that the hybrid 
configuration (for the lightness numbers considered in this paper) only fully outperforms the SEP-only configuration for 
a pole-sitter at Mars, while for pole-sitters at Venus and Earth similar superior performances are only observed for small 
payload masses or large initial masses.  
When allowing the planet-satellite distance to vary over time, optimal Earth trajectories have been generated using 
a direct multiple shooting scheme. These are found to corroborate previous results found with a direct pseudo-spectral 
method, allowing for a future comparative study between different numerical optimal control methods. Extending these 
optimal pole-sitter trajectories from Earth to Venus and Mars shows a recurring shape of maximum planet-satellite 
distances at summer solstice for a hybrid craft, which is explained by the fact that the sail can provide a maximum out-
of-ecliptic acceleration at summer solstice. When comparing the performance of the SEP-only and hybrid configurations 
for these optimal pole-sitter trajectories, the hybrid configuration is once again more fuel-efficient that the SEP-only 
option, but from a spacecraft mass analysis it again becomes clear that the hybrid configuration only outperforms the 
SEP-only option for longer mission lifetimes and larger initial masses. 
Finally, a parametric analysis on the planet’s mass and obliquity has been conducted, which enabled an investigation 
into the general physical principles for optimal orbit efficiency. It is shown that both for the constant separation as well 
as for the optimal pole-sitter, the planet’s mass is the dominant factor, with the planet’s obliquity playing a significant 
role only for planets close to the Sun and for the hybrid, optimal trajectory pole-sitter at high mass planets. 
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